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Abstract 
 Innovatively, neural network function programming in the BPNN (BP neural network) tool boxes 

from MATLAB are applied, and data processing is done about CYJ-101 pressure sensor, and the problem 
of the sensor temperature compensation is solved. The paper has made the pressure sensors major 
sensors and temperature sensor assistant sensors, input the voltage signal from the two sensors into the 
established BP neural network model, and done the simulation under the NN Toolbox environment of 
MATLAB. From the compensation result, it has be found that the temperature interference variable effects 
on the pressure output identity has dropped from 22% to 1.1%, greatly improved the pressure sensor 
measurement precision and anti-interference ability. 
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1. Introduction 

 With the development of electronic technique and improve of automobile electronic, 
conventional mechanism hasn’t already met the need of improving automobile function [1]. So, 
conventional mechanism of automobile has been replaced by electronic control system. A 
sensor is equipment which can exchange non-electronic signal, such as light, electricity, time, 
temperature, pressure and gas, to electronic signal and can offer it for other parts of the 
machine. A sensor is important component in the electronic control system of automobile, and 
its characteristic, including static one and dynamic one, works on the sensitivity of sensor and 
works on the automobile performance at last. 

The engine control unit of automobile, which is typical control system, includes many 
sensors, such as pressure sensor, temperature sensor, liquid sensor, gas strength sensor, 
position sensor and knocking sensor, etc [2]. The all kinds of sensors mentioned above are the 
core of engine control system, and using them in engine control system can improve the 
dynamical behaviors of an engine, decrease producing exhaust gas, reduce consuming fuel and 
reflect which part of the automobile doesn’t work, etc. Because they work in very bad 
environment where these are mud and dirty water ,vibrating caused by the engine and fuel 
vapor, etc,  these sensors have to apply more advanced technique to overcome their bad 
environment than  general sensors [3]. In its many performance targets, the reliability and 
measure precision of a sensor are the most important ones, for large measure error may cause 
engine control system to fail. In modern automobile, all sorts of sensors achieve all kinds of 
useful information and transfer them to the Micro-controller, which deals with the information 
and, according to the result of it, gives instructions to performing parts of the car. For example, 
engine ignition moment and spraying fuel moment are given by these ways. In fact, each 
sensor’s failure will work on performance of the automobile, and, to a worse degree, will cause 
the engine not to run. Thus it can be seen, the study on sensor temperature compensation 
technique is important in both automobile and other fields [4]. 
 
 
2. BP Neural Network Theory and its Practical Application 

BP network is currently the most widely used neural network model. It is a one-way 
transmission of multi-layer feed forward network. It can be seen as a highly nonlinear mapping 
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If arbitrarily set the network initial value, for each input pattern, an error between the 
network output and the desired output is generally present. Define network error: 
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Wherein, Pjd  represents the desired output to the output unit of the p -th input mode j
. learning rule essentially is gradient steepest descent method, the weights along the negative 

gradient of the error function change. If the change amount of weight W ji  denoted jiW , then: 
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This is commonly the learning rules. BP neural network in the learning process, the 

calculation for the error of the output layer and the hidden layer unit is different, and are 
discussed below. 

When O Pj  represents the output of the output layer unit, the error is: 
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(12), (11) into (2-10): 
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Wherein, )( PjPj Od 
 reflecting the error amount of the output unit j ; the derivative 

terms of the action function 
)( Pjaf 

 is the amount of the error decreases at ratio. 
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PjO  represents the output of the hidden units, the error: 
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So far, BP algorithm weights correction formula can be unified: 
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 In practical application, taking the convergence of the learning process into account, 
usually in order to make value of the learning factor Q is large enough, which without generating 
oscillation, then at the value correction formula (2-20), plus a momentum, so: 

 
)]1()([)()1(  tWtWOtWtW jijiPjPjjiji                   (21) 

 
Wherein, a is a constant, called the momentum factor, and it determines the degree of 

influence on the last time learning weight update the learning weight this time. 
In general, the BP network learning algorithm steps are described as follows: 

1. Initialize the network and learning parameters, such as setting up a network initial matrix, 

the learning factor , parameters ; 
2. Providing training samples, training network until meet the requirements; 

3. Forward propagation process: given training mode input, calculate network output mode 

and compare the output with the expected pattern, if error, 4 is performed, otherwise, return 

2; 
4. Backward propagation process: 
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network is the quantity which is going to be measured. Utilizing the obtained sample data to 
train the neural network can achieve the number of neurons and all parameters, which 
determine a neural network model. The model can be used to carry out sensor temperature 
compensation.  

In order to construct a neural network, the number of hidden layers and the number of 
neurons in each hidden layer must be obtained [9]. The first number is obtained by the number 
of network input, and the second one is by result of simulation. This paper constructs a BP 
neutral network in which there is an output quantity and a nerve cell in the output layer. The 
sensor characteristic compensation model based on BP neutral network is showed as follow 
Figure 4 (Notice: each input, which number is R, is connected to each nerve cell.) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The Sensor Identity Compensation Model on the base of BP Neural Network 
 

From Figure 4, we can know that the output of neared cell in hidden layer in this sensor 
temperature compensation model based on Bp neural network is as follow: 

 

                                         (28) 

In this equation, input vector is ; output vector is 

; offset value vector is ; 
The weight value vector is: 

;  is transfer function which may be different in the 
same layer or in various layers according to the peculiarity of a network.  

The transfer functions  of two neural cells in hidden layer are logarithm-s 
function (log-sigmoid function), and the transmission function of output layer is linearity function, 
so the output equation of neural network is showed as follow. 
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4. Simulation of Sensor Temperature Compensation based on BPNN  
4.1. Two-dimension demarcating experiment 

 According to need in practice, the input and output value of a pressure sensor which 
model is CYJ-101 are demarcated at various surrounding temperature (such as T=22�, 44.0�, 
70.0�). By this way, we can obtain demarcated value showed in the table 1, which comes from 
correlative referable information [5, 6]. 
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4.2. Normalizing Sample Data for Training the BP Neural Network  
Because the transfer function of the hidden layers is logarithm S model and  hyperbolic 

secant S model, output value of the two function will respectively be limited to (0,1) and (-1,1). 
During training the network, in order to avoid entering saturation state quickly, which will 
interrupt the learning process of the nodes; we must, first of all, normalize the input value and 
the output value of the neural network, and furthermore normalize also the sample data before 
used to train the network [10].  

For the output value of transfer function in the neural network is limited to (0, 1) and (-1, 
1), after normalizing, the sample data is limited to (-1, 1). So according to the following formula: 

 

minmax
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im XX

XX
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In this formula: 

imX , mY —— normalized input value and output value of the m-th sample data; 

imX , mY ——demarcated input value and output value of the m-th sample data and the 
i-th sensor; 

maxiX , miniX ——maximal output demarcated value and minimal output demarcated 
value of the i-th sensor (it is the input of the neural network); 

maxY , minY ——maximal input pressure p value and minimal input pressure p  value of  
the sensor(it is the expected output value of the neural network). 
Now we is going to normalize these demarcated experiment data, and we end up to build up the 
criterion sample data store by employing the demarcated experiment data (Table 2). 
 
 

Table 1. The Sensor Input and Output Mark Data under the Different Work Temperature 

 
 

Table 2. The Neural Network Input and Output Standard Sample Pool 

 
 
4.3. Analyzing the Result of Simulation  

With synthesizing the various factors into the neural network model, two nerve cells, 
which stand for the input nodes, are included to the input layer. And an input node is connected 
to the output voltage port of a sensor and the other one is fed with the non-wanted voltage value 
obtained by measuring the temperature in the environment in which the sensor works. There is 
a neural cell, which stands for the output node, in the output layer, and the output of the neural 
cell is the normalized pressure value which has been compensated by the BP neural network. 
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For some papers, the pressure output value of the output node is regarded as one that BP 
neural network gives after forcing the wanted pressure value and the temperature value to 
amalgamate [11]. The correct number of node is obtained by programming with MATLAB, or 
calculating with MATLAB Tool-Box.  

The data is used to training the neural network with the BP method, and x is the input 
data and it is the wanted output value, which is expected output value, during the process of 
learning. From this input x, we can know that these are two units in it, and for example 0.00 and 
1.00 is couple of normalized sample data. And one input sample data is the wanted quantity; 
output voltage value U, of the sensor, and the other input sample data is non-wanted quantity, 

temperature measure voltage value , which is interfering factor. The output is a unit, which 
is expected to give pressure value [12]. 

In the command window of MATLAB, by running simulation program, a value ‘a’, which 
is the simulation result of ‘x1’, can be obtained, and it is showed as follows: 

a = 0.0501    0.2513   0.4334   0.6219 
 0.7794    0.9503   0.0501   0.2387    
 0.4110    0.5970   0.7895   0.9503 
 0.0501    0.2261   0.4038   0.5729 
 0.7586    0.9503 

The max value of pressure and the min value of pressure are listed as: 

 

From the following formula, 
 

We can get these following equations: 
 

 
After applying neural network to compensation the output of sensor, the pressure value 

of the sensor and the temperature which is correlated to the pressure value, are recorded as the 
Table 3: 

 
 

Table 3. The Merge Compensating Result through BP Neural Network  
Jamming Quantity 
(non-wanted 
quantity) 

Measured Pressure P/104(wanted quantity) 

T/� demarcated 
value 

Merged 
value 

demarcated 
value 

Merged value 
demarcated 
value 

Merged 
value 

22 

1.0 

1.0883 

3.0 

3.0661 

5.0 

5.0017 
44 1.0483 3.0389 5.0017 
70 0.9783 2.9050 5.0017 

Pmax  

the maximal  offset  
0.110 0.024 0.000 

 

 
 
By analyzing the data in the Table 3, we can end up to get the compensated pressure 

output value of the sensor [13]. Furthermore, the Equation (31) can give the fluctuating pressure 
value on condition that the pressure value of the sensor has been compensated by the network. 
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In the above equation: 
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 is the maximal absolute value of fluctuating pressure (from the Table 3, we 

can get this =0.11 ).
 

And then: 

= 2.2% 

According to the data in the Table 1, as P=  , temperature T will rise from 
22℃ to 70℃. 

=100.12-78.57=21.55mv, using this value in Equation (32), we will get  

 
From the above experiment, analysis and result, the output value of a sensor has to be 

compensated because it will be affected by non-wanted factors. By the above calculating result, 
we can see that, at the same variety in temperature, the stability of output of a sensor in which 
these is a BP neural network is better than that without network in it. 

By the above calculating result, we can see that, at the same temperature variety, the 
stability of output of a sensor in which these is a BP neural network is as 11 times as that of a 
senor in which these isn’t a BP neural network. 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
From analyzing practical example, we can know that by applying BP neural network 

technique, an ideal compensating   effect to banish   the error caused by the surrounding 
temperature can be gotten depending on rather less data. And this method can enhance 
remarkably the stability of CYJ-101 model pressure sensor. Furthermore, calculation process is 
much simpler than that in fitting curve which is used before. And simultaneity applying this 
method has many advantages such as being easy to build up model and high calculation 
efficiency, etc. With the further development of applying BP neural network technique to 
improve the output characteristic of a sensor, it can be believed that applying widely BP neural 
network technique will raise further the measure precision of a sensor and the working 
stabilization of a sensor, and bring much more intellectuality to a sensor. 
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